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he blue crab

( Callinectes

sapidus) fishery is presently the

most valuable fishery* in the

Chesapeake Bay. From 1982 to

1992, the commercial fishery av-

eraged landings of approximately
42 million pounds** with a dock-

side value of 12-13 million dol-

lars. In 1990, dockside value

peaked at about $17 million for

landings of almost 49 million

pounds. In 1992, the number of

pounds fell to about 24 million, a

number representing almost half

of the decade's average harvest.

This downturn caused real con-

cern, if not alarm to some, espe-

cially since many watermen had

turned to the blue crab harvest af-

ter the oyster fishery collapse,

and after the decline of many tra-

ditional fisheries in the Bay and

its tributaries.

Historically, peaks and lows
have occurred before. In the pas.t

50 years, there was a high of

63,731,000 pounds in 1966, and
a low near that of 1992's:

25,760,947 pounds in 1976. One

of the problems with historical in-

formation about landings, is that

the effort exerted by harvesters is

often not known. Said another

way: other fisheries may have

been more important to harvest-

ers in some years. Consequently,

fishing effort was spread over a

variety of Bay species. Today, in

1995, the blue crab fishery is the

main wild food fishery in

Chesapeake Bay.

Complicating an already

complex picture is the very pre-

liminary figure for landings in

1993: 52,808,467 pounds.. Prior

to 1993 reporting was voluntary

in Virginia and random samples

were conducted in Maryland.

*The blue crab fishery's status as the most valuable fishery does not take into ac-
count the various aquaculture ventures in the Bay or the non-food fisheries. The
blue crab industry is actually two different commercial fisheries, one directed to-
ward the harvest of hard crabs and the other toward the harvest of peeler (pre-molt)
crabs for soft crab production or recreational fishing bait.
** All landings cited in the article reflect Virginia landings.
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This issue of the Bulletin is

not intended as an "answer" to

any of these issues. Rather, it is

meant as an open forum for dis-

cussing current scientific infor-

mation about the various fish-

eries. In previous issues, the bio-

logical studies were given in-

depth treatment; many of these

studies were conducted by the

Virginia and Maryland Sea Grant

programs. This issue of the Bul-

letin concentrates on recent work

devoted to the management and

description of the blue crab fish-

ery.
The Virginia Institute of Ma-

rine Science (VIMS) is not a

regulatory agency, and does not

make the laws governing the fish-

ery. VIMS conducts research in

response to informational and sci-

entific needs. The Virginia Ma-

rine Resources Commission is

the regulatory agency, and all

questions on clarifying laws and

regulations should be directed to

the Commission.

+ + +

Chesapeake Bay Blue Crab Management Plan
Tn 1989, the first Chesapeake Chesapeake Bay ina manner While the BCFMP gr up

J.Bay Blue Crab Fishery Man- which conserves the Bay-wide this year did not come to a con-

agement Plan (BCFMP) was stock, protects its ecological sensus about the current st tus of

adopted under the auspices of the value, and optimizes the long- blue crabs, the group agree that

Chesapeake Bay Agreement. Par- term use of the resource. there are many signs whic are in-iticipating 

in the plan are Vir- Problem areas which are be- dicative of a population un er

ginia Maryland Pennsylvania. ., .., , , mg addressed m 1995 Include the stress. The Indicators wer bay-
the federal government, the Dis- ., ..

Increased fishIng effort, wasteful wide, regional and local.
trict of Columbia and the
Ch ak B C ..harvesting practices, stock assess-

esape e ay ommlsslon. ...
Th . f h I . t ment deficiencies, regulatory IS-

e Intent 0 t e p an IS 0
bl b . th sues, and habitat degradation.

manage ue cra s m e
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be accommodating, frequently

says, 'I'll give you a progress re-

port, but understand that we need

more data to get a definitive an-

swer.' The 'but' clause soon

gets forgotten, so science gives

an educated guess as to whether

saccharin is carcinogenic, or di-

oxin is deadly poisonous, or the

climate is warming, and later re-

vises the first estimate, bewilder-

ing the public and making it

distrustful of science." And, as

ter. No action-for whatever rea-

son-may be the same as advo-

cating oyer-exploitation.
Understanding the complex-

ity of resource issues, compre-

hending the nature of scientific

inquiry, and displaying a willing-

ness to forgo immediate gain

may be difficult, but perhaps the

only means for maintaining this

Chesapeake Bay resource.

+ + +

Koshland points out, "The great

discoveries of science are the re-

sult of a range of discoveries in

which an initial notion was sug-

gested, but the final under-

standing required lots of work."

The difficult interface that

Koshland describes is fundamen-

tal to management problems with

the blue crab fishery. The solu-

tion? Overly conservative or lib-

eral management approaches are

not possible; both portend disas-

Buster crab starting to back out of its shell.
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though a blue

crab (Ca/linectes

sapidus) may live

Female crabs from both

"Maryland" and "Virginia" wa-

ters migrate down to the Bay

mouth to release their eggs,

which can number between

800,000 to 8,000,000, depending

on the size of the female. The

larvae drift in oceanic waters of

the inner continental shelf nurs-

ery, kept in place by the long

shore drift. The larval stages de-

velop into the postlarval stage

known as the megalopa. It is this

stage which reinvades the estu-

ary. How exactly the megalopae

rein vade the Chesapeake Bay is

still in question, but the entire

process, from hatching to settle-

ment of the postlarvae is thought

to take at least 45 days. Via cur-

rents, tidal flow, wind-driven

surface circulation and the blue

crab's own movement, the

ing shell. It can take from sev-

eral hours to several days for the

new shell to harden completely.

In its short life, a blue crab may

molt 18-22 times from the first

juvenile stage through adulthood.

The great distances traveled

by the blue crab-in proportion

to its body size-is obviously not

unique to the blue crab. Both ter-

restrial and aquatic animals mi-

grate sometimes spectacular

distances. However, the distance

traveled-actually the state

boundaries crossed-is central to

one of the debates about blue

crabs in the Chesapeake Bay.

Marylanders have long con-

tended that the Virginia fishery

harvests too many sexually ma-

ture female crabs ("sooks"), and,

as a consequence, disrupts the

Maryland fishery.

two or three years, they are ones

of change-in the form of 18-22

molts-and they are years in

which sometimes enormous dis-

tances are traveled.

A crustacean's mode for

growth is very different than a

human's. A crustacean's skeleton

is external, and is much like a

close-fitting suit of armor. As op-

posed to a vertebrate, which adds

length to the internal skeleton, a

crab must shed its exoskeleton to

grow. With a blue crab, the back

of the shell splits and the

"buster" crab backs out of its old

shell. After the crab emerges,

soft and wrinkled, it will absorb

water, expanding its newly form-

Blue Crab Life Cycle

FRESHWATER ESTUARINE MARINE

..-"" / .-
~ / ~ ---' .,

, ,..,. "\ f / / '
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ZOEA ~
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MEGALOPA ADULT FEMALE WITH
FERTILIZED EGGS
RELEASES LARVAE ~
NEAR BAY MOUTH
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surviving megalopae eventually
move into their adult habitat, the

Bay, where they settle out of the
water column to the bottom. * At

this point they metamorphose

into their crab-like form as a juve-

nile.

"Doubler" crabs. Males "cradle" females in two situations: before and after
the female's terminal molt-the time at which she becomes sexually mature.
From an evolutionary perspective, these behaviors have to do with ensuring that
a male's genes are passed on. The need to cradle a female before the terminal
molt, guarantees that a male is present when the female is ready to reproduce.
When the female molts, sheds her shell, mating takes place. Crabs are very vul-
nerable to predators during the molt and in the soft stage. The male will cradle
the female until her shell hardens, again protecting the future progeny.

arine existence. Also, it is

thought that predation rates are
generally lower in the coastal

ocean than within the estuary.

The reason behind the migra-

tion from the Bay, to the Bay

mouth, and the retention of lar-

vae on the inner shelf is like

many theories of migration-up

for debate. It could be a mecha-

nism for gene flow between

populations, hypothetically lead-
ing to the colonization of new

habitats. It could hark back to

the species' origins and the fact

that the eggs or larvae survive

better in marine waters. In the

case of the blue crab, the larvae

require high salinity for optimal

development. Blue crabs are

therefore not "completely"

evolved to take on a totally estu-

*Many aquatic life
forms utilize different
parts of the ecosystem
before "settlement" into
the adult habitat. Before
settlement on the bot-
tom of the Bay and its
tributaries, blue crabs
utilize various parts of
the water column.

Female crab with sponge. At the Chesapeake Bay mouth, female crabs release eggs
which can number between 800,000 and 8,000,000 per animal.
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by moving the floats to deeper

water with tidal currents, water-

men were able to take advantage

of the better water conditions for

the crabs. However favorable the

results from better flow rates, the

floats did not protect crabs from

eels and other predators.

By moving operations to

land and making them closed sys-

tems, watermen were able to pro-

vide protection from predators,

molt); to pink (two to five days),

to red (one to three days). Then

the back of the shell splits and

the crab backs out of its shell.

Advances in shedding sys-

tems, many of which were Sea

Grant initiatives, have made crab

shedding less physically taxing,

and the operations more predict-

able. Formerly, watermen used

floating boxes for shedding. In-

itially, floats were near shore, but

by both waterrnen

and scientists, and ap-

plied research have

made shedding operations more

predictable and less backbreak-

ing.
The crab itself provides the

visual clues to when it will molt.

A portion of the paddle fins will

show color changes, from white

(about three to ten days before

Historical photo showing floating boxes used to contain shedding crabs.



and to control environmental con-

ditions, such as salinity and oxy-

gen levels in the water. These

technological advances resulted

from a joint effort by the Sea

Grant programs in a number of

states. + +

Soft crab.

A basic shedding facility. Some are more complicated and even enclosed.
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The apparently diminishing number of blue crabs in the Bay caused different commercial fisheries to take a

hard look at competitors to see if the resource was being drained especially by anyone gear or fishery. The soft

crab fishery came under fire because some suspected that the fishery's harvest of female crabs prior to mating was

having a real impact on the overall future number of blue crabs.

In an effort to begin understanding the impact of the soft crab fishery on the entire blue crab fishery, and to pre-

sent a characterization of the soft crab industry, Virginia Sea Grant supported the following research by Michael

Oesterling, Commercial Fisheries Specialist with Marine Advisory Services, Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

The information is now being analyzed and a report should be available during fall 1995.

In the following article, Oesterling gives an overview of the fishery, some of the perceived problems, and the ap-

proaches used for the study. -ed.

By Michael Oesterling over the past decade, prompted

the Virginia Marine Resources

Commission (VMRC) to actively

consider regulatory restrictions

on the soft crab/peeler fishery.

Proposals were brought forward

to limit the number of peeler pot

harvesting gears, as well as other

considerations. These proposals

were subjected to a series of pub-

lic hearings that culminated in

the November 23,1993 meeting

of the VMRC. At that time the

proposed soft crab/peeler regula-

tions came under attack from in-

dustry participants. The

universal argument from all op-

ponents was that there was no

data to support any regulations

on the soft crab/peeler fishery.

The members of the Commission

agreed with this argument and re-

jected the proposed regulations

on the soft crab/peeler fishery .

However, in the discussions, it

was made clear that the Commis-

sion would revisit these issues

and that it was vitally important

that accurate data be available on

is actually two differ-

ent commercial fish-

eries, one directed

towards the harvest of hard crabs

and the other towards the harvest

of peeler crabs for soft crab pro-

duction or recreational fishing

bait. The hard crab fishery har-

vests the largest portion of the to-

tal, but the soft crab fishery is

more valuable on a per poundage

basis (soft crabs, $2.69 per

pound; hard crabs, $0.39 per

pound). In addition to the com-

mercial harvest of blue crabs,

there is a sizable, but undocu-

mented, recreational harvest.

As with any common prop-

erty resource that is exploited by

multiple user groups there are po-

tentials for conflicts regarding re-

source allocations. When the

blue crab is plentiful, these con-

flicts are minimal and do not

cause questions to be posed con-

cerning management issues..

However, during times of re-

duced abundance, various man-

agement schemes are proposed

by the differing factions to in-

crease their own harvest of crabs.

Many times these proposals are

directed at limiting the compet-

ing use of the resource. Re-

cently, participants in the hard

crab fishery (both harvesters and

processors) have implied that the

soft crab/peeler fishery has been

responsible for an apparent blue

crab stock reduction. They claim

that the practice of harvesting fe-

male crabs prior to mating by the

use of "peeler pots" and the har-

vest of small peelers combine to

reduce the subsequent availabil-

ity of hard crabs. Essentially, the

question that has been posed is-

What, if any, impact has the soft

crab/peeler fishery had upon the

hard crab fishery?

An exceptionally poor hard

crab harvest during 1992 (a 46%

reduction in landings from the

previous year), coupled with the

expansion of the soft crab fishery

13



Blue crab backing out of its shell.

lead to a better understanding of

the biological relationship be-

tween peeler crabs and sub-

sequent hard crab harvests. It

could also serve as the starting

point for identifying and quanti-

fying the recreational aspects

(biological and economic impli-

cations) of the peeler crab fish-

ery, a totally unknown portion of

the entire blue crab fishery .

+ + +

tion in these sectors has changed.

Once all this information was as-

sembled, then the interactions of

both the hard crab and soft

crab/peeler fisheries could be

evaluated.

Two approaches were used,

direct mail surveys and personal

interviews. The implementation

of licensing for soft crab produc-

tion by the VMRC provided the

opportunity to identify and con-

tact producers to assess their

level of production, sources for

peelers (i.e., harvesting meth-
ods), relative value of each har-

vesting method, timing of

production, production history,
and how their production prac-

tices have changed over the years

(e.g., more production tanks,

more peeler harvesting gear, pur-

chase of peelers, etc.).

With the data and the infor-

mation from the survey, better

management decisions can be

made. Additionally, the informa-

tion obtained in this study could

the magnitude of the soft

crab/peeler industry.
The initial stage of the Vir-

ginia Sea Grant study addressed

the conflict between the soft

crab/peeler fishery and the hard

crab fishery by developing a pro-

file of the soft crab/peeler indus-

try. This will serve to document

the role the soft/crab peeler fish-

ery plays in the overall economic

impact of the blue crab industry.

Not only was it necessary to iden-

tify the current state of the soft

crab/peeler industry, but also the

changes that have occurred over

the past 10 to 15 years. While

some historical production data

is available, there is no informa-

tion on how effort patterns have

changed over the years. This

type of data was only available

directly from those who partici-

pate in the fishery. Additional in-

formation needed was the

waterman's involvement with

both hard and soft crabs and

how, if any, his or her participa-

14



By Poul Olson For the fishery as a whole,

Rhodes and Shabman found that

traditional methods of calculat-

ing harvest result in under-report-

ing of the catch. Compared to

what was reported by the Vir-

ginia Marine Resources Commis-

sion (VMRC) in 1992 from

picking house reports, the survey

results showed that the hard crab

pot harvest was 60 percent

greater and the peeler crab har-

vest more than 70 percent

greater. As for price levels, the

primary problem was that water-

men sold their harvest in places

other than picking houses where

they typically received more for

their catch. These alternative

market channels were not used

by the VMRC.

A breakdown of the Virginia

commercial sector showed that

54 percent of crabbers were me-

dium-size operators who fished

between 100 and 300 pots per

day. Of the remaining 46 percent,

roughly 25 percent fished more

pots and 21 percent fished fewer.

Most large-scale commercial op-

erators reportedly worked on the

Eastern Shore and mainly fished

for hard crabs.

Rhodes and Shabman's

study determined that license

holders kept about eight percent

of their catch for personal use.

About 60 percent of harvested

hard crabs were sold to picking

-

sive understanding of

the commercial blue

crab pot fishery, Vir-

ginia Sea Grant sponsored a

study to ascertain the effects of

fishery management strategies on

the harvest and income levels of

blue crab potters in Virginia.

Graduate student Anne Rhodes

and Professor of Agricultural and

Applied Economics Leonard

Shabman, both of Virginia Poly-

technic Institute, undertook this

two year investigation which fo-

cused specifically on the blue

crab pot fishery in Virginia. Re-

sults of this study, conducted in

1992 and 1993, were reported in

Virginia's Blue Crab Pot Fish-

ery: The Issues and the Con-

cerns, an advisory published in

1994.*
The blue crab fishery em-

ploys different types of gear, in-

cluding scrapes, pound nets,
dredges, and the most common

method, pots. Pots are designed

primarily for harvesting hard

crabs, but are also employed for

catching peeler crabs.

For making an accurate as-

sessment of the commercial blue

*For a copy of the report, write Virginia
Sea Grant College Program, University of

Virginia, Madison House, 170 Rugby
Road, Charlottesville, V A 22903.

crab pot fishery, the researchers

conducted a comprehensive

monthly survey of individual li-

cense holders from March

through November 1992. Sixty-

two percent of those questioned

responded to the survey. Based

on the information provided,

Rhodes and Shabman found wide

demographic variation in the

blue crab pot fishery.

Crabbers reported using any-
where from one to 600 pots; their

vessels ranged in age from new

to 60 years old. Crabbers earned

from none to 100 percent of their

incomes from the fishery.

Overall, Rhodes and Shab-

man determined that small pot-

ting operations constituted the

majority of licenses. Large scale

operators who fished more than

300 pots per day comprised only

about 16 percent of the license

holders.
The researchers divided crab

pot license-holders into three gen-

eral categories. Defined as those

who live in Maryland but hold a

Virginia crab pot license, Mary-
land commercial crabbers made

up 3.4 percent of the population;

Virginia commercial crabbers

comprised 64 percent of those

watermen engaged in the fishery;

and Virginia non-commercial

crabbers included 32.6 percent of

all crab potters.
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enforceable policies, but water-

men may not favor them. In addi-

tion, the enforceability of

policies such as pot limits and

quotas proves precarious if crab-

bers do not favor them.

Rhodes and Shabman con-

clude their report with the obser-

vation that the currently strained

relationship between watermen

and regulators makes develop-

ment of more effective conserva-

tion policies for the blue crab

fishery difficult. Many crabbers,

according to the researchers' sur-

vey results, distrust the VMRC

because they feel that policy deci-

sions in the past have often been

made without regard to their ef-

fects on the watermen.

For this reason, the re-

searchers suggest that the success

of regulatory policies hinge on at-

tracting the support of crabbers.

According to Rhodes and Shab-

man, who have submitted the re-

sults of their survey to the

VMRC and other regulatory bod-

ies, comprehensive and accurate

data on the blue crab fishery in

Virginia is ultimately required

for the formulation of more effec-

tive resource management strate-

gies. At present, the researchers

have secured additional support

to study enforcement challenges

in the fishery. A report will be

available in fall of 1995.

+ + +

both reducing harvest and in rais-

ing incomes, though such a regu-

latory approach also limits the

number of potters who can work

the fishery.

Rhodes and Shabman note

that their models of the effect of

regulatory policies on blue crab

harvest and watermen's income

are "too simplistic for the real

world." They attribute this to the

difficulty for management offi-

cials in enforcing crab harvest

regulations. In their survey,

more than 80 percent of the re-

spondents believed better en-

forcement of size and catch

limits was needed in the crab

fishery .

Despite an attitude generally

supportive of greater regulation,

developing regulatory policies
consistent for and acceptable to

the entire fishery is problematic.

According to Rhodes and Shab-

man, different size crab operators

tend to support policies which

either benefit them or limit the ac-

tivity of other operators. For ex-

ample, large operators generally
favor policies such as limited en-

try and the removal of part-time

crabbers. Small pot operators, on

the other hand, support policies

that limit the activity of larger

operations, ~uch as pot limits and

quotas.
From their analysis of the

data provided by the survey,

Rhodes and Shabman believe

limited entry and a limited pot-

ting season are the most easily

houses, while retail or wholesale

buyers purchased the remainder

of the catch. Of the peeler crabs

harvested, about half went to

shedders. Harvesters shed about

another third of their catch and

sold the soft crabs to retailers or

wholesalers. The remainder of

the catch was retained for per-

sonal use or sold as bait.

Excluding maintenance, ves-

sel depreciation and travel costs,

average net income levels for a

small-sized crab potter in 1992

was $4,199, $12,823 for a me-

dium-size operator, and $22,951

for a large-size operator.

After modeling the hard crab

fishery, Rhodes and Shabman ex-

amined how various resource

management strategies, if these

were instituted during 1992,

might have affected levels of har-

vest and income for crabbers. In

general, the researchers detected

little likely consequence on har-

vest and income for the overall

fishery from most management

policies. Some policies, how-

ever, produced effects on specific

segments of the fishery.

Quotas, for instance, only re-

duced income levels of hard crab

potters. Rhodes and Shabman

said this result owes to the fact

that peeler crab harvest levels are

less than one-fiftieth of total blue

crab harvest levels.

Some management policies

reduce either blue crab harvest or

crabbers' incomes. Limited en-

try, however, seems effective in
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FIGURE 2: Landings in the Virginia commercial dredge fishery from 1956-1992
based on data from the VMRC. Solid horizontal lines represent means (averages)
for the periods indicated (10.1 million pounds from 1956 -1975 vs 7.2 million
pounds from 1976 -1992). These data demonstrate a similar, though not as dra-
matic, decline in population abundance due to the compensating effect of increasing
fishing pressure over the period.

than 80-100 mm in carapace

width (approximately 3.2-3.9

inches), since those females suf-

fer relatively low natural mortal-

ity (except during molting), and

therefore, would likely reproduce

were they not fished.

Those females composing

the potential spawning stock are

susceptible to various fisheries in

Chesapeake Bay, including the

hard crab pot fishery, dredge fish-

ery, and soft crab fishery .

Hence, ALL fisheries require

equitable and effective regula-

tion, without undue restriction of

any single fishery. Inappropriate
emphasis on one fishery of the

spawning stock, irrespective of

the stage of maturity of the crabs

caught in that fishery, might hin-

der effective regulation of other

fisheries having a greater impact

on the spawning stock. Further-
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FIGURE 3: Indices of stock abundance for 1981-1994. Commercial dredge har-
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Survey and commercial dredge harvest exhibit similar trends and thus, that the
Trawl Survey Index is a valid indicator of dredge fishery harvest.
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Components of the Fish-

ery Requiring Regulation
and Management

Strategies
The demonstrated relation-

ship between spawning stock and

recruitment** of the blue crab in

Chesapeake Bay dictates that the

number of crabs recruiting to

Chesapeake Bay in any given

year relies, in part, on the size of

the spawning stock (adult fe-

males) from which the recruits

originated. Thus, the most seri-

ous concern for viability of the

blue crab resource is the protec-

tion of the POTENTIAL spawn-

ing stock given this relationship.

The potential spawning stock in-

cludes AU females larger than
\ -about 3.5 inches,

\~:; and is not merely
'" limited to those

c

**Entry into the
adult population.

Eggs five hours

before hatching.



FIGURE 4: Variation in abundance (CPUE)for 1979-1994 for the
0+ yearclass of small juvenile crabs (Trawl juveniles) captured dur-
ing September in the VIMS/W &M Trawl Survey. Note the low index for
1994. These data support the concept that the population will continue
in a low phase for at least the next 6 months and, furthermore, that although the
population is in a low phase, it is not necessarily in a state of collapse. None-
the-less, prudent management is necessary to prevent a potential collapse of the
fishery.

Prezoea emerged/rom
the egg capsule.

more, due consideration should

be given to the fisheries depend-

ing on their proportional harvest

of those females comprising the

potential spawning stock. Our

preliminary calculations based

on VMRC landings data suggest

that the hard crab pot fishery in

Virginia captures well over half

of the potential spawning stock;

that the dredge fishery accounts

for approximately 15% of the

spawning stock; and, that the soft

crab fishery likely harvests less

than 10% of the potential spawn-

ing stock, though various sources

of error could alter these esti-

mates. Of these estimates, the

impact of the soft crab fishery on

the potential spawning stock is

least well known. Overall esti-

mates await further refinement

based on data derived from

VMRC's mandatory reporting

system. Regardless, the hard

crab pot fishery harvests the larg-

est proportion of the potential

spawning stock and initial at-

tempts at management should be

allocated proportional to avail-

able estimates of spawning stock

harvest until more comprehen-

sive estimates of fishery impact

are available.

We recommend reducing ef-

fort in all segments of the fishery

through limited entry in combina-

tion with gear restrictions. This

would most likely lead to stabil-

ity in the blue crab fishery and

provide a stable economic base

for the industry.

Other measures could also

effect conservation of the blue

crab resource. The sanctuary

concept is often a productive and

manageable way to protect and

conserve an exploited resource.

For the blue crab population, this
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In tenDs of habitats, not all

are equal; how different habitats

may impact population variation
has not really been explored in

tenDs of the Chesapeake Bay blue

crab. Researchers are focusing

now on habitats in a different

light, as "sources," "sinks," or "in-

tennediary" areas. A "source"

would be one in which recruitment

is sufficient, mortality is low, and

output to the spawning stock is

high, making it a critical habitat.

A "sink" would be the opposite,

providing no output of crabs to the

spawning stock. Intennediary ar-

eas may be neither sources nor

sinks, residing somewhere be-

tween the two poles. Within these

areas, specific factors being inves-

tigated include causes of mortal-

ity, recruitment relationships and

the importance of vegetated and

unvegetated habitat.

Researchers are interested in

delineating the importance of vari-

ous habitats because without that

infonnation, proper emphasis may
not be given to the conservation or

enhancement of these areas. Also,

researchers believe that insuffi-

cient attention to the basic con-

cepts of sources and sinks may

result in undue importance given

to other factors. If critical habitats

for a population were identified,

funding and effort could be con-

centrated on those habitats

deemed most important. -10

*Basically, a spawning stock-recruitment model developed from a 20-year data base. This
model basically calculates the recruitment (entry into the adult population) based upon the
available spawning stock, with factors like expected mortality (particularly cannibalism) fig-
ured into the model.

Causes of blue crab population fluctuations are poorly understood and may be related to
many factors, including the availability and type of habitat, the size of the spawning stock, the
supply of larvae or postlarvae, settlement behavior, or post-settlement processes influencingju-
venile survival.
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submerged? Science has a way.

Vertical aerial photographs are

taken at an altitude of 12,000 feet

under optimal atmospheric, water,

and biolqgical conditions (low sun

angle, little or no wind, minimal

cloud or haze cover, low tide, lack

of turbidity, and maximum stand-

ing biomass-when the most vege-

tation is evident). In short, the

aerial photos are interpreted (SA V

beds appear as a dark band situ-

ated between the shoreline and a

lighter shaded, offshore, unvege-
tated area), and the beds are plot-

ted hectare by hectare. Various

state, federal, and public organiza-

tion corroborate the photographic

data base with ground- truthing

data, in-the-field observations of

the actual beds. The result? A

massive amount of work for the

mappers at the Virginia Institute

of Marine Science, and a yearly re-

port which documents the distribu-

tion of this important aquatic

habitat.

+ + +

ne of the ongoing,

long-term research

projects at the Vir-

ginia Institute of

Marine Science entails the map-

ping of submerged aquatic vegeta-

tion (SA V) in the Chesapeake

Bay. SA V is important to the life

cycle of blue crabs, and beyond

that, the survival and growth of

seagrasses appears to be a good in-

dicator of water quality.*

SA V research by a number of

scientists-including Robert Orth,

Kenneth Moore and Richard

Wetzel-was used as a scientific

basis for amendments to the

Chesapeake Bay Agreement,
amendments which called for a

40% reduction in nutrient enrich-

ment of the Bay.

For the non-marine science

minded, mapping underwater vege-

tation may pose a logistical puz-

zle. How could one possibly map

and yearly evaluate the amount of

grass beds in every part of the Bay,

especially when these beds are

*SA V can serve many functions: a habitat for vertebrates and invertebrates. and a nursery area

for commercially important species. Seagrass beds can baffle currents and stabilize sediments.

serving as a means to reduce shoreline erosion. Seagrass meadows can also be important in

nutrient cycling between sediments and the overlying water. Approximately ten SA V species

are commonly found in the Bay and its tributaries. and 11 other species can occasionally be

present in the Bay. Salinity levels limit a species' distribution.

Submerged aquatic vegetation is an

important habitat for the blue crab.
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Fecundity; 750,000 to 8,000,000 eggs per spawn, may spawn 2 to 3 times.

Longevity:

2 to 3 years, possibly longer if not harvested.

Spawning and Larval Development:

May to September.Spawning Season

Spawning Area Concentrated in high salinity regions between Cape Henry and
Cape Charles and also outside the Bay.

Development Location Lower Bay (early larval stages) and coastal (later larval
stage of megalopa postlarvae) out to 40 miles (25 Krn).

Salinity 23 to 33+ ppt.

660 to 840 F (190 to 290 C),Temperature

Young-of- Year:

Location Lower and central Chesapeake Bay, primarily shallow water in beds
of submerged aquatic vegetation. Migration to the upper Bay and
tributaries may begin as early as September through November.

Subadults and Adults:

Location Chesapeake Bay from Virginia Capes to tidal fresh water.

Salinity 0 to 33 ppt. Males most abundant in 3 to 15 ppt salinity, females
most frequently found in >10 ppt. Most mating occurs where salinity

preferences overlap.

Upper limit approximately 900 F (320 C).Temperature

Dissolved Oxygen Recommended Bay goal for blue crabs is 6.0 mg/L monthly average.
Exposure to 0.5 mg/L at 770 F (250 C) is lethal within 4.3 hours;
tolerance decreases with increased temperature.

* Sources of this biological profile: the Chesapeake Bay Blue Crab Management Plan and researchers at the Virginia Institute of Marine Science.
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menhaden in the Chesapeake

Bay. All three species are recrea-

tional species. Alternatively,

spot, croaker, and other species

are also prey for larger gamefish

such as bluefish and striped bass.

Article 2, §28.2-408 of the

Laws of Virginia Relating to The

Marine Resources of The Com-

monwealth, 1992 Edition states

"It is unlawful to take, catch or

round up with purse net, for any

purpose, food fish in an amount

greater than one percent of the

whole catch. If food fish repre-

sent more than one percent of the

whole catch, the net shall be

opened immediately and the food

fish released while alive." The

Article also states "It is unlawful

for any vessel licensed for the

purpose of menhaden fishing to

catch any food fish for the pur-

pose of marketing; for any per-

son to have in his possession

food fish in an amount greater

than one percent of the bulk for

the purpose of manufacturing

them into fertilizer, fish meal, or

oil; or for any person to use in

any manner any food fish, in an

amount greater than one percent

Why the big concern about

bycatch? For porpoises, other

marine mammals, and sea turtles,

there are laws prohibiting the in-

cidental harvesting of marine

mammals and sea turtles. Soci-

ety perceives few, if any, bene-

fits from exploiting marine

mammals. In some fisheries, the

bycatch may consist of economi-

cally important species that will

simply be discarded and wasted.

A major concern, which has not

been fully explored by re-

searchers, is the role of bycatch

species in the ecosystem. That

is, what happens to the ecosys-

tem and abundance of other spe-

cies when there is bycatch?

Here in our own backyard,

the Chesapeake Bay and coastal

waters, recreational anglers have

expressed concern about bycatch

in the menhaden fishery. The

menhaden fishery, one of the

most economically important

commercial fisheries of Virginia,

occasionally harvests in varying

quantities gamefish and prey spe-

cies for commercial and recrea-

tional fish. For example,

bluefish, spot, and croaker are in-

advertently harvested along with

By James Kirkley

ycatch or the uninten-

tional harvesting of

species other than

those directly being

sought by a fishing operation is

becoming a problem of increas-

ing concern throughout the

world. In April 1995. a confer-

ence on bycatch attended by

worldwide scholars was held in

Rhode Island. Another confer-

ence on bycatch is scheduled to

be held in Washington state in

September of this year. The by-

catch problems most familiar to

the public are the incidental har-

vesting of porpoises in the tuna

fisheries and the inadvertent cap-

turing of sea turtles in the Gulf

shrimp fishery. The incidental

taking of porpoises in the tuna

fishery caused such an outrage

that the public refused to pur-

chase certain brands of tuna until

the tuna companies adopted pro-

cedures to eliminate the bycatch

of porpoises. The National Oce-

anic and Atmospheric Admini-

stration has a high priority for

research that attempts to mitigate

bycatch in our nation's fisheries.
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of the bulk for the purpose of fer-

tilizing or improving the soil."

The Virginia laws that regu-

late bycatch are primarily con-

cerned with possession. That is,

the laws focus on the vessel hav-

ing possession of by catch. The

laws do state, however, that it is

unlawful to take, catch, or round

up with purse net, for any pur-

pose food fish in an amount

greater than one percent of the en-

tire catch. This particular law is

difficult to enforce. Enforcement

personnel must be on the master

vessel or purse boats to deter-

mine the bycatch in any given

set. Moreover, it is often diffi-

cult to determine if there is sig-

nificant bycatch in the purse net

until onboard pumping of the

menhaden begins. Bycatch spe-

cies that could be harvested in

large quantities (e.g., bluefish

and Spanish mackerel) typically

are below the menhaden and only

after pumping begins can the cap-

tain or onboard enforcement per-

sonnel determine the potential

magnitude of the bycatch. More

important, captains typically re-

lease or discard bycatch when the

number of fish and marine inver-

tebrates appear to be high rela-

tive to the catch of menhaden.

In general, the state laws that

control bycatch in the menhaden

fishery are difficult to enforce.

First, the Laws of Virginia Relat-

ing to the Marine Resources of

the Commonwealth do not define

"bulk." That is, what is one per-

cent of the bulk? Is bulk a vol-

ence (VIMS),* it was reported

that the bycatch in the menhaden

fishery constituted less than .02

percent of the total catch. This

determination was based on

number of fish and invertebrates

with respect to samples pooled

over dockside and at-sea observa-

tions. Some members of the rec-

reational community expressed

extreme concern about the use of

number of fish and pooling of

data over dockside and at-sea ob-

servations. Their reasons were

that number of fish was not con-

sistent with the concept of "bulk"

and the study by VIMS stated

that dockside sampling was inap-

propriate for assessing bycatch.

A major objective of the VIMS

study, in fact, was to determine

procedures for assessing bycatch

in the menhaden fishery.

Members of the Atlantic

Coast Conservation Association,

and the Virginia Anglers Associa-

tion requested additional analysis

of by catch using weight offish

and restricting the analysis to at-

sea observations. This is a rea-

sonable request given the

importance of the commercial

and recreational fishing indus-

tries to Virginia. As concluded

in the VIMS study, however, we

claim that it is the number of fish

and invertebrates harvested

*Austin, H., J. Kirkley, J. Lucy. 1994. By-
catch and the Fishery for Atlantic Menha-
den, Brevoortia tyrannus, in the Mid-
Atlantic Bight. Virginia Sea Grant Marine
Resource Advisory No. 53, VSG 94-06.

ume or weight measure? Web-

ster defines bulk as a spatial di-

mension, magnitude, mass, or

volume. Second, the laws do not

provide a formal listing of spe-

cies that constitute food fish.

That is, which species are food

fish? This is very important be-

cause large fish such as cownose

rays and sandbar sharks are occa-

sionally harvested as bycatch but

are not generally considered to

be food fish. Because the laws

do not adequately define bulk

and food fish, the Chief of En-

forcement for the Virginia Ma-

rine Resources Commission

(VMRC) believes that the by-

catch law is difficult to enforce

except when a menhaden vessel

has possession of a prohibited

species (e.g., striped bass).
The VMRC does, however,

enforce the bycatch law. They

have adopted a "common sense"

approach. They stop a vessel and

inspect the hold contents, ob-

serve a set, or inspect the offload-

ing of menhaden at the dock. If

they observe any species of fish

other than menhaden, they fur-

ther examine the catch to deter-

mine the extent of bycatch. It

then becomes a '1udgement call"

by the enforcement agent as to

whether or not there is an exces-

sive bycatch. There have been

no citations issued to a menha-

den vessel for having an exces-

sive bycatch over the past several

years.
In a previous study by the

Virginia Institute of Marine Sci-
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cies. Weight-length relation-

ships, however, are not available

for all bycatch species. For spe-

cies with no available relation-

ship between weight and length,

we assume strict proportionality

between weight and length and

consequently overestimate the

weight of the species being con-

sidered. For species with no

available information about

weight and length, we assign an

arbitrarily inflated weight given

the size of the bycatch species

(e.g., we assign one pound to a

five inch harvestfish or John

Dory and a 0.50 pound weight to

a two inch spider crab).

or relationships available in the

scientific literature. We further

assumed that the sample fre-

quency or size distribution ap-

plied to the entire catch observed

during sampling.
Based on the equations and

other information contained in

Table I, weights were estimated

for all bycatch species. The

mathematical values of the coeffi-

cients have been rounded off to

nearest values to reduce the com-

plexity of the equations. Refer-

ences for the weight-length

equations as well as other meth-

ods used to estimate weight are

also listed in Table 1.

rather than the weight or biomass

that is critical for future popula-

tions of any given resource. That

is, which is more important to fu-

ture resource conditions, the loss

of 5 one pound striped bass or

the loss of one 5 pound striped

bass? It must be recognized,

though, that the number of fish

by age or size is critical for defin-

ing future populations of any

given species; juveniles do not

spawn and larger animals are

more fecund (i.e., have more

eggs) or contribute more to the

future population. It was be-

cause of this concern that the

VIMS study assessed length and

size of bycatch species.

In this issue of the Bulletin,

we reexamine bycatch in terms

of weight rather than number of

fish and marine invertebrates rela-

tive to Virginia's menhaden fish-

ery. We limit our reexamination

to data obtained only from the at-

sea samples. Data obtained from

offloadings or dockside are not

included in the present analysis.

In our original study, we did not

examine bycatch in terms of

weight. We did, however, obtain

information on size frequency for

the purpose of estimating weight.

Using scientifically available

mathematicaVstatistical relation-

ships that relate animal weight to

size, we estimate the weight of

most bycatch species. When

more than one weight-length rela-

tionship is available, we utilize

the relationship that estimates the

highest weight for a given spe-

Assessment of Weight
Relative to assessing the im-

pact of bycatch on the population

of a species, the more important

concerns are numbers of fish

caught by age or size. It also is

quite difficult to obtain accurate

weights of fish and shellfish

while at sea. Lengths of fish,

however, were recorded to obtain

a size frequency distribution by

species. Using appropriate meas-

ures on the size of fish and ma-

rine invertebrates, we estimate

weights by using available

weight-length relationships for

most bycatch species.

A total of 21 species other

than menhaden were harvested as

bycatch (Table 1, see page 28).

Spotted and gray trout were

grouped together. The weight of

each unit of bycatch was as-

sessed according to the equations

Analysis and Results
A total of 43 sets were sam-

pled in August, October, and No-

vember 1992. Each set was

sampled to determine the number

of menhaden and bycatch species

and the size frequency or number

of fish by size of fish harvested.

A total of 2,513,000 standard

menhaden were harvested in the

43 sets; menhaden are reported in

terms of standard menhaden and

1,000 standard menhaden weigh

670 pounds. Total bycatch from

the 43 sets was 5,338 fish and

marine invertebrates. Relative to

the number of menhaden har-

vested in the 43 sets, bycatch

equalled 0.21%. On a monthly

basis, the ratio of the number of

species caught other than menha-

den to the number of menhaden

was 0.287%, 0.145%, and

0.075% for August, October, and
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Table 1. Weight-length relationships used to estimate weight of bycatch species

Weight-length relationshipa
W = .00062420 L 255

~
Blue crabs

W = .00001120 L 3.04Bluefish

W = .00000650 L 3.26Butterfish

W = .00000620 L 3.10Croaker

W = .00000450 L 3.20Cownose rays

W = .00000190 L 3.29Summer flounder

Harvest fish

Hog choker

Assume one pound weight

W=.O1510800L3.11

W = .00034670 L 2.89Lady crab

Oyster toad L = 2.0700 + .013 W

W = 50.118723 L 0.33Sandbar shark

W = .00001000 L 3.10Silver perch

W = .00001152 L 2.98Spanish mackerel

Spider crab

Spot

Assume 0.50 pound weight

W = .00000030 L 3.76

W = .00056510 L 2.43
Squid

W = .00578100 L 3.15Striped bass

Thread herring

Spotted Sea trout

Assume one pound weight
W = .00000460 L 3.11

W = .00000930 L 2.98Weakfish

Source of weight/length relationship
Olmi, E.J. and J.M. Bishop. (1983). Variations in total width-weight relationships of blue
crabs, Callinestes sapidus, in relation to sex, maturity, molt stage, and carapace form.
J. Crust. Bioi. 3(4):575-581.

Wilk,S.J., W.W. Morse, and D.E. Ralph. (1978). Length-weight relationships of fishes
collected in the New York Bight. Bull. New Jersey Acad. Sci. 23:58-64.

DuPaul,W.D. and J.D. McEachran. (1973). Age and growth of the butterfish, Peprilus
triacanthus, in the Lower York River. Ches. Sci. 18,205-207.

Parker, J.C. (1971). The biology of spot, Leiostomus xanthurus Lacepede, and Atlantic
Croaker, Micropogon undulatus (Linnaeus), in two Gulf of Mexico nursery areas.
Sea Grant Publ. No. TAMU-SG-71-210. Texas A&M Univ., College Station.

Smith, J.W. (1980). The life history of the cownose ray, Rhinoptera bonasus (Mitchill
1815), in lower Chesapeake Bay, with notes on the management of the species. Master
thesis, College of William and Mary, Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

Morse W. W. (1981). Reproduction of the summer flounder, Paralichthys dentatus (L).
J. Fish. Bioi. 19(1):189-203.

None available.

Koski, R.J. (1978). Age, growth, and maturity of the hogchoker, Trinectes maculatus,
in the Hudson River, New York. Trans. Am. Fish. Soc. 107(3):449-453.

Davidson, R.J. and I.D. Marsden. (1987). Size relationships and relative growth of the New
Zealand swimming crab, Ovalipes catharus (White 1843). J. Crust. Bioi. 7(2):308-317.

Wilber, C.G. and P.F. Robinson. (1960). The correlation of length, weight, and girth in the
toadfish, Opsanus tau. Ches. Sci. 1:122-123.

Lawler, E.F. (1976). The biology of the sandbar shark, Carcharinus plumbeus (Nardo
1827) in the lower Chesapeake Bay and adjacent waters. Master thesis, College of Williamand Mary, Virginia Institute of Marine Science. '

Rhodes, S.F. (1971). Age and growth of the silver perch, Bairdiella chrysura. Master
thesis, College of William and Mary, Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

Powell, D. (1975). Age, growth, and reproduction in Florida stocks of spanish mackerel,
Scomberomorus maculatus. Fla. Mar. Res. Publ. 5. 21 pp.

None available.

Pacheco, A.L. (1957). The length and age composition of spot, Leiostomus xanthurus, in
the pound net fishery of lower Chesapeake Bay. Master thesis, College of William and
Mary, Virginia Institute of Marine Science.

Pierce, G.J., P.R. Boyle, L.C. Hastie, and L. Key. (1994). The life history of Loligo
forsbesi (Cephalapoda: Loliginidae) in Scottish waters. Fish. Res. 21:17-41.

Mansueti, R.J. (1961). Age, growth, and movements of the striped bass, Roccus saxatilis,
taken in size selectivity fishing gear in Maryland. Chesapeake Sci. 2:9-36.

None available.

Moffett, A.W. (1961). Movements and growth of spotted seatrout, Cunoscion nebulosus
(Cuvier). Fla. Board Conserv. Mar. Res. Lab. Tech. Ser. 36: 1-35.

Shepherd, G.R. and C.B. Grimes. (1983). Geographic and historic variations in growth of
weakfish, Cynoscion regalis, in the Middle Atlantic Bight. U.S. Nat. Mar. Fish. Servo Fish
Bull. 81(4): 803-813.

Page 66 of "Status of Fishery Resources off the Northeastern United States for 1991."
National Marine Fisheries Service, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

Witch flounder Proportionality assumed
Maximum weight of 4.5
pounds and maximum length
of 24 inches.

.Weights (W) are in terms of grams, ounces, or pounds, and lengths (L) are in millimeters, centimeters, or inches. All estimated weight-length
coefficients are rounded off in value.
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we note that 24.0%, 8.3%, and

0.0% of the sets in August, Octo-

ber, and November exceeded one

percent of the number of menha-

den harvested. On a weight ba-

sis, the number of sets in which

bycatch exceeded one percent of

the harvested weight of menha-

den was 32.0%, 0.0%, and 33.3%

during August, October, and No-

vember, respectively. If we ex-

amine bycatch relative to food

fish and discarded or released

fish, however, there were no sets

in August, October, or November

in which the possession of by-

catch exceeded one percent of

the weight of the entire catch or

the weight of menhaden.

If the analysis assumes that

sandbar shark and cownose rays

are not generally considered as

food fish, only 16% of the sets in

August had bycatch exceeding

Table 2. Bycatch in menhaden fishery
in terms of numbers and weight, August 1992

Number of
Observations

119

801

141

507

148

71

124

472

0

0

51

0

1,144
49

46

126

0

95

220

0

4,114
1,433,000

Average Size
(inches)
3.54

13.95
5.91
8.40

16.54

7.48

5.02

4.72

Average Weight
(I!ounds)

0.]33

1.]80

0.183

0.257

12.235

0.]32

].000

0.]44

Total Weight
(pounds)

15.83

945.56

25.79

130.30

1,810.72
9.37

124.00

68.19

30.00 6.700 341.70

3.167

0.500
0.183
0.039

3,622.70
24.50
8.42
4.93

26.33

1.97
7.49
2.76

0.100

0.196

95.00

43.00
6.26
8.99

1.767
0.670

7,270.01
960,110.00

~
Blue crabs

Bluefish

Butterfish

Croaker

Cownose rays8

Summer flounder

Harvest fish

Hog choker8

Lady crab8

Oystertoad8

Sandbar shark8

Silver perch

Spanish mackerel

Spider crab8

Spot

Squid

Striped bass

Thread herring8

Sea trout

Witch flounder

Total bycatch
Menhaden

Percent of by catch:
b

Total bycatch
b

Food fish

O.76d

O.Sld

O.29C

O.23c

November, respectively (Tables
2-4). The laws require assess-

ment of bycatch relative to the en-

tire catch and not solely the catch

of menhaden.

A critical question posed by

the recreational associations was

"What was the bycatch in terms

of weight?" Overall, the total

harvested weight of menhaden

from the 43 sets was 1,683,710

pounds. The weight of all by-

catch was 9,845.9 pounds

which equalled 0.585 per-

cent of the harvested

weight of menhaden. By-

catch in terms of weight

relative to the weight of

menhaden was higher than

the percent of bycatch cal-

culated using numbers of

fish but well below the one

percent legal limit. In Oc-

tober, however, the ratio of

the weight of bycatch to

the weight of menhaden

was below the ratio ex-

pressed in terms of num-

bers of fish. Bycatch in

October in terms of num-

bers of units equalled

0.145% of the total

number of menhaden har-

vested; in weight terms,

bycatch equalled 0.083%

of the harvested weight of

menhaden.

What about the

number of sets in which

bycatch in terms of weight

exceeded one percent of

the weight of menhaden?

For comparative purposes,

"Not traditional food fish species.

bBycatch assessed relative to all species (total) and only traditional food fish species.

CRatio of number of bycatch to number of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.

dRatio of weight of bycatch to weight of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.
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one percent of the weight of men-

haden. If we further acknow-

ledge that most of the Spanish

mackerel were discarded or re-

leased by the captain and crew

(onboard observation), there

were no sets in August in which

the bycatch in terms of weight

and retained by the vessel ex-

ceeded one percent of the weight

of the entire catch. In addition,

the 4 sets in August in which by-

catch, comprised mostly of Span-

ish mackerel, exceeded one

percent of the weight of the en-

tire catch were relatively small

sets. The number of standard

menhaden harvested in the four

sets were 15,000, 20,000, 35,000,

and 100,000. If we also acknow-

ledge that striped bass is a prohib-

ited species and must be released

or discarded, the number of sets

in November in which the total

weight of bycatch exceeded one

percent of the weight of menha-

den drops to zero.

Table 3. Bycatch in menhaden fishery
in terms of numbers and weight, October 1992

Number of
Observations

104

32

181

84

0

148

0

48

32

8

0

80
0

0

16

0

8
0

85
31

857

590,000

Average Size
(inches)
4.38
9.51
4.69
6.58

Average Weight
(pounds)
0.228

0.425

0.086

0.115

Total Weight
(i!ounds)

23.68
13.60
15.55
9.70

8.43 0.207 30.67

4.53

2.00

6.81

0.129

0.065

0.452

6.19
2.08
3.63

5.04 0.751 6.01

6.22 0.223 3.57

32.48 18.987 151.90

9.28
7.61

0.215

1.427
18.32
44.24

329.12
395,300.00

Conclusions
In general, the updated analy-

sis presented in this issue of the

Bulletin indicated that bycatch in

Virginia's menhaden fishery did

not pose a problem with respect

to the laws in 1992.

The updated analysis

found that regardless of

whether or not weight or

number of fish and ma-

rine invertebrates was

used to assess bycatch,

the percent of bycatch

relative to the entire

catch or only the catch

of menhaden was gener-

ally below one percent

in 1992. The updated

analysis did reveal, how-

ever, that the number of

sets in which bycatch ex-

ceeded one percent did

increase when weight

rather than number of

fish and marine inverte-

brates was used to as-

sess bycatch.

The number of sets

in which bycatch ex-

ceeded one percent of

the entire catch in-

creased from 7 to 10

when weight rather than

number of fish and ma-

rine invertebrates was

used to assess bycatch.

0.670

~
Blue crabs

Bluefish
Butterfish

Croaker

Cownose raysa

Summer flounder

Harvest fish

Hog chokera

Lady craba

Oyster toada

Sandbarsharka

Silver perch

Spanish mackerel

Spider craba

Spot

Squid
Striped bass

Thread herringa

Sea trout

Witch flounder

Total bycatch
Menhaden

Percent bycatch:

Total bycatchb

Food Fishb

O.Ogd

O.Ogd

O.lSC

O.13c

"Not traditional food fish species.
bBycatch assessed relative to all species (total) and only traditional food fish species.

cRatio of number of bycatch to number of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.
dRatio of weight of bycatch to weight of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.
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However, if the analysis was re-

stricted to traditional food fish,

the number of sets having by-

catch in excess of one percent of

the weight of the entire catch de-

clines from 10 to 6 out of 43. If

we further acknowledge that

striped bass caught in the Novem-

ber sets and most of the Spanish

mackerel caught in the August

sets were released or discarded

by the crew, there were no sets in

any of the months in which the

vessel possessed bycatch in ex-

cess of one percent of the weight

of the entire catch.

I.t must be recognized, how-

ever, that the VIMS study and

the updated analysis in this Bulle-

tin offer, at best, a limited snap-

shot. The VIMS study was

conducted in 1992 given re-

Table 4. Bycatch in menhaden fishery
in terms of numbers and weight, November 1992

source conditions prevailing at

the time. The focus of the VIMS

study was to determine proce-

dures for accurately assessing by-

catch, test the procedures, and

provide an assessment of bycatch

relative to menhaden during

1992. The VIMS study could

not assess bycatch relative to a

wide range of resource condi-

tions. Obviously, changes in the

abundance of striped

bass, bluefish, or

other species could

cause a change in by-

catch relative to men-

haden or alter the

composition of by-

catch. A more thor-

ough assessment of

bycatch, regardless of

using weight or num-

bers of fish and inver-

tebrates, would

require a study con-

ducted over several

years and with vari-

able resource condi-

tions. + +

Number of
Observations

0

102

45

0

0

4

0

0

132

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

84

0

0

0

367

490,000

Average Size
(inches)

Average Weight
l.l2ounds)

Total Weight
(Ilounds)

19.10

5.49

3.501

0.144
357.10

6.49

9.00 000 4.00

2.80 0.154 20.37

34.06

22.13 ,858.82 James Kirkley is

Associate Professor

of Marine Science at

the Virginia Institute

of Marine Science.

He participated in the

original study.

6.122
0.670

2,246.78

328,300.00

~
Blue crabs

Bluefish

Butterfish

Croaker

Cownose raysa

Summer flounder

Harvest fish

Hog chokera

Lady craba

Oyster toada

Sandbar sharka

Silver perch

Spanish mackerel

Spider craba

Spot

Squid

Striped bass

Thread herringa

Sea trout

Witch flounder

Total bycatch
Menhaden

Percent bycatch

Total bycatchb
bFood fish

O.6Sd

O.6Sd

o.OgC

o.OSC

aNot traditional food fish species.

bBycatch assessed relative to all species (total) and only traditional food fish species.

CRatio of number of bycatch to number of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.

dRatio of weight of bycatch to weight of menhaden expressed in terms of percent.
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On the cover:
Callinectes sapidus, the
blue crab, by Alice Jane

Lippson.@

On the right:
Typically, male crabs
show a display like this
for two reasons-
territorial and sexual.
In this case, the male is
putting on a display for
afemale-a blue crab's

sign of availability.

On the bottom:
First stage crab (left)
and megalopa.
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